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Welcome Week
4-8 September, 2017

The HRSI team had an InfoTable at
the Welcome Afternoon organized by
Student Leadership and Services
Office. We provided information
about HRSI to incoming students and
answered their questions regarding
HRSI’s work, profile, and ways to get
in touch. We distributed 100 info
brochures, 100 pins, keychains and
beer-opener keychains, maps with
responsible consumer choices in
Budapest, Human Rights World News,
200 stickers and 20 copies of The Activist. They were all a big success! Thank you for joining us in the beginning of what we expect to be a productive academic
year!

Movie Screening: Syria’s Disappeared
19 September, 2017

HRSI organized a film-screening in commemoration of the
International Day Against Forced Disappearances and Peace
Day. Syrias’s Disappeared (documentary, 2017, 50 mins)
focuses on the tens of thousands detained after the 2011
Arab spring uprisings who have since been missing, or
discovered to have been tortured and killed. Alhakam Shaar,
from the Aleppo Project, gave a short introduction about the
current situation in Syria and moderated a Q&A session
after the screening. We had almost 100 attendants
participating in the screening and discussion of this highly
relevant topic for Human Rights.

Cryptoparty
2-6 October, 2017

Two trainers came from Berlin to CEU to teach us about different tools to protect
our data and privacy in the Internet. They shared their knowledge with 30
participants on email encryption, anonymous browsing and how the Internet
works through four encounters. They also shared with us the best practices on
how to start a Cryptoparty movement in Budapest and pass on this knowledge to
the community in the most inclusive, non-hierarchical way as possible. We are
very grateful to them and their generous training.
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Five amazing participants shared their Coming Out stories or how they
have become an LGBTQ* ally with HRSI during an entire week, in
commemoration of the National Coming Out Day. We held photo
shooting sessions and interviews with all of them, and the results of
these encounters were featured on HRSI’s Facebook page in a Humans
of New York style. More than 500 people liked, commented and shared
the stories. We want to thank all of them for joining us in the
celebration of diversity.

S.O.S Venezuela Exhibition reopening
18 October, 2017

HRSI received the VIVA Venezuela Hungrîa group for the
reopening of the photo exhibition S.O.S. Venezuela. Antonio Smith
Bravo, PhD Candidate at CEU’s Doctoral School of Political
Science, Public Policy and International Relations, and Luis Cano,
SPP alumni, delivered the opening remarks. Venezuela, the
country with the world´s largest oil reserves is experiencing its
worst economic and political crisis in contemporary history. The
exhibition showcases exceptional images of one of the biggest
ongoing protest series, as captured by Venezuelan
photographers. Thank you, VIVA Venezuela, for this up-to-date
presentation on the matter.
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Basics of Project Management Workshop
28 October, 2017
Seventeen participants joined trainer Noémi Ambrus for a full–day workshop on Project
Management, the first one of our capacity building program of this academic calendar. They
worked on designing specific steps in the project planning and management and got familiar with
the concept of Agile Project Management. Participants left the workshop with a detailed,
manageable project plan for their various initiatives. We are looking forward to the next one!

Ambedkar English Tutoring Program
13 October and 3 November, 2017

Twenty four dedicated volunteers participated in the two sessions of the English Tutoring program for students of the Ambedkar Secondary School at CEU. This
program aims to enhance the English language skills of students as well as prepare and help enable them to apply for further studies, and introduce them to a
vibrant, multicultural community. On each occasion, between 10-15 students participate in the program, carried out at CEU. The students come to CEU one time
per month until the end of the academic year, on a Friday, and spend the day learning English. Big thanks to our generous tutors!

DeStress Weeks
30 October—17 November, 2017

For the first time, HRSI took part in the DeStress Weeks organized by the Student Leadership and Service Office (SLSO)
at CEU. On the first week, we prepared six awareness raising posters on mental health that were displayed near
Estratto Café, in Nador 15 groundfloor. The posters covered topics such as mental health in academia, predictors of well
-being, common causes of depression, stigma around psychiatric medication, and many more! We also delivered two
workshops: on the 31st of October, about stressors and how to manage them, and on the 6th of November, on how to
tackle perfectionism. Twenty participants joined us and took home practical tools to destress during this challenging
part of the year. Thanks a lot!

